PREFACE

The theme of creation and purpose
To be infinitely conscious, you must consciously lose consciousness of yourself
Avatar Meher baba

Men of Wisdom Repeatedly urge for
Cultivation of four auspicious qualities;
Charity with sweet words;
Knowledge with Humility;
Courage with patience;
Wealth with renunciation.
Rare indeed is such an achievement!
(Prasnottara Ratna Malika of Sri Adi Sankaracharya)

What kind of thesis is this?

In one sense, this thesis is a constructive and creative approach. It describes about a hidden tool in all human beings that is required not only for success but also a blueprint in building a rewarding life.

The main ingredient is consciousness and the capacity of a leader in understanding, mastering and implementing consciousness with awareness in day-to-day life will not only built successful organisations but also aids in nurturing good culture in the society, thereby building wealthy and healthy nations and eventually bring world peace.

The concepts in this thesis were built based on the experiential wisdom of the masters of the universe and the thoughts of eminent management personalities. An effort was made in bringing these two thought processes for the benefit of creating higher consciousness organisations, which are going to be the order of tomorrow.

God is everywhere and does everything.
God is with in us and knows everything.
God is without us and sees everything.
God is beyond us and is everything.
God alone IS.

(Avatar Meher Baba)